IATSE LOCAL 52
JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title: Base Camp Generator Operator

Job Description:

The Base Camp Generator and is responsible for powering the vehicles at the base camp. (The Base Camp includes all the production vehicles with the exception of the working trucks) (The working trucks are Electric shooting trucks, Grip shooting trucks, Camera trucks and Prop trucks) most often, this position is only needed when on location.

Duties & Responsibilities:

The Base Camp Generator Operator is in charge of the installation and operation of all electrical equipment to power the various pieces of equipment that the Transportation Department provides. He or She works with the Base Camp Generator vendor to ensure proper routine maintenance is performed. The Base Camp Generator Operator also oversees the safe and proper operation of all electricity generators that supply power to all trucks and trailers. He or She must make sure that the generators are fueled at all times and troubleshoots any mechanical or electrical problems that may arise. The Base Camp Generator Operator works closely with the Teamster Captain, Teamster Co Captain and the entire Transportation Department.

Requirements:

The Base Camp Generator Operator must be qualified, knowledgeable and experienced, and have knowledge of proper routine maintenance of all electricity generators. The Base Camp Generator Operator must be familiar with local codes
concerning temporary electrical installations. Must have training in generator operation, maintenance, and repair, as well as principles of electricity, high voltage safety, and power distribution.